
Deeping Rangers Football Club
Risk Assessment
DRFC Summer Tournament July 31st/Aug 1st 2021

Event

Deeping Rangers Summer Tournament 2021

CLUB POLICIES AND PROCEDURES BEING FOLLOWED Yes No

Safeguarding children X Emergency Action Plan

Adults at risk X Location of Nearest Defibrillator

Social media use X Name of designated runner to bring defibrillator to incident site:

Use of photograph and filming X Location of any access barrier keys:

Anti-bullying X Emergency vehicle access:

Code of Conduct, including acceptable behaviour X Air ambulance landing station:

Equality, diversity and inclusion X

Managing challenging behaviour X

Other(s): e.g. parent/carer consent X Yes No

Deeping Rangers Football Club. 

The Haydon Whitham Stadium, Outgang Road, Towngate East, Market Deeping, Lincs, PE6 8LQ

Deeping Rangers FC, A Private Company Limited by Guarantee - Registered No. 12828593

`

INSURANCE COVER

Personal Accident and Public Liability insurance cover

Home team coach on each pitch

Cricket Pitch - ///intrigues.cable.oath

Man Gate

N/A

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

On the Social Club (internal road side)

Yes

Venue Lead Contact Name & Number:

Venue GPS Co-ordinates:

Jo Nuttall +44 7732 211948

Venue DetailsEvent Details

Club Lead Name, Role for Session and Contact Number;

Venue Name and AddressDate

31/07-01/08 Deeping Rangers Football Club, The Haydon Whitham Stadium Towngate E, Market Deeping, 

Peterborough PE6 8LQ

Paul Smith - +44 7990 672216

52.688754855261806, -0.30606642919695365

Dan Ingram - Tournament Organiser +44 7816 882125

Second Adult Name, Role for Session and Contact Number;

Barry Philips, fixture coordinator/Organiser

Designated Safeguarding Person Name and Contact Details;



Deeping Rangers Football Club
Risk Assessment
DRFC Summer Tournament July 31st/Aug 1st 2021

Area of Risk What is the risk to children/adults at risk? Risk 

rating: 

(RAG)

Solution/mitigation

(Consider what if…?)

Solution/

mitigation

(RAG)

Risk Owner

COVID-19 COVID-19 - from July 19th all legal restrictions on COVID-19 will be lifted with no limit on public gatherings or social 

distancing but close contact for prolonged periods of times is advised against.  The data tells us that the infection rate is 

still high and COVID-19 is still very much a risk so we must continue with caution

R DRFC existing COVID-19 Risk Assessment is still in place.  We will advise all coaches at the 

Managers Briefing on the mornings to be vigilant of close contact situations.  NHS QS codes 

will be positioned around the site on the day to allow people to check in.

Prior to the event, all coaches will be asked to verify that no member of their playing squads, 

coaching staff or supporters have symptoms of COVID-19 or being in close contact with 

anybody that has tested positive for COVID-19 in the past 2 weeks before attending the 

Tournament.

A All Coaches and Team Managers 

Consent to be photographed/ filmed No consent given for photos and images to be taken and used. Photos appear on social media platforms, which could 

lead to a child in care or in proceedings being identified through images or names identifying location of child and 

breaching court orders putting the child/ren at increased risk of harm.

A child can be identified through their images/names and used by local predators in the community.

Individuals may intend to take inappropriate photos or film content in ways that are potentially illegal and harmful. 

Photos/images appear on social media platforms resulting in children being located, contacted and/or ‘groomed’ 

online/abused.

G Pre: Consent forms will be emailed to managers ahead of the tournament. Managers’ 

briefing sheet will also be sent out. 

During: Managers’ briefing at start of tournament and check-in. Tournament admin will 

collect consent forms from managers at check-in and will check that we have a named 

(contactable) adult for each participant and medical details (as appropriate). Will have a 

roving adult responsible for safeguarding present around the pitches. Dan Ingram 

responsible for collating player consent forms, which should be handed in on the day

A Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Consent for contact via social media and to 

have info on/be visible on social media

No consent given for uploads to social media platforms to take place, which could lead to a child having unsupervised 

access to social media sites which could lead to grooming or trolling by contact.

A child who is in care/undergoing court proceedings have their contact details/location visible via social media content.

Information identifying child/ren posted on social media making them vulnerable to cyberbullying, invasion of privacy, 

identity theft. Individuals use internet to groom/send personal messages of a non-football nature to a child or young 

person.

A Pre: Consent to be photographed will be sought from parents via the form that will be sent 

to managers. 

During: Dan Ingram will collect consent forms from each team: managers will be responsible 

for ensuring they have permission for each of their players to be photographed. It is 

impractical to prevent spectators from taking pictures (or being included in photographs). 

Signage and information in the programmes will advise that photographs are taken. 

A Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Cars and Pedestrians. Risk of Pedestrians and cars coming together and potential injury.

Also risk of cars parking in undesired places and blocking emergency services

R There will be volunteers wearing Hi-Viz jackets will be on site to direct traffic.  Walk ways will 

be clearly identified and avoid overlap with vehicle traffic where possible.

A Those assigned to car park duty - See 

Dan Ingram

Flying Cricket Balls Risk of flying cricket balls from the cricket pitch that sits on the site. A The pitches on behind the main stand on the East of the site are within striking distance of 

the Cricket pitch.  In order to mitigate the risk we will schedule matches to be completed 

before the cricket normally starts.  We will also ask the MDCC to postpone the start of their 

planned match by 1 hours.

G Tournament Admin

Weather - Lightening Storms Players and/or spectators being struck by lightening causing harm or death R Pre: Weather forecasts will be monitored on the days leading up to the event.

During: The weather will be reviewed during the event.  If storms are present and are 

deemed to be causing a risk the tournament will be closed, team coaches will be informed by 

text message and event officials will walk around the site informing all and making sure that 

they leave the site in a organised fashion.

A Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Weather - Heat Players and spectators playing/standing in the sun for prolonged period of time causing overheating and/or sunburn or 

heat exhaustion

R In the event of hot weather conditions, extra water breaks will be incorporated in the 

matches.  The DRFC Summer Tournament information document will advise coaches to bring 

shade for their players for when they aren't playing. Refreshment stands will be available on 

site as well as the Social Club bar.

A Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Safeguarding of Referees Risk of verbal or physical abuse against referees R Signs displaying the FA respect rules will be situated onsite and coaches will be asked to 

respect referees and their decisions at the Managers Briefing

A Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Goal Posts - Collapsing Risk of players/referees being injured by collapsing goal posts r All Goal Posts should be safely secured by ground anchors/pegs.  These should be 

periodically be checked throughout the day and at the start of each morning.

g Ground staff

Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Goal Posts - Putting up and taking down Risk of volunteers being injured by carrying heavy goal posts from storage to pitches r Goals posts should be carried by 2 people when being carried to and from their storage areas a Ground staff/helpers

Pitch Conditions Holes and divots on the pitch plus potential foreign objects causing injury to players / referees r All pitches will be checked at the start of each day for foreign objects and any potential 

hazards including holes.  Each manager should check their pitches before their games

a Ground staff

Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 



Deeping Rangers Football Club
Risk Assessment
DRFC Summer Tournament July 31st/Aug 1st 2021

Area of Risk What is the risk to children/adults at risk? Risk 

rating: 

(RAG)

Solution/mitigation

(Consider what if…?)

Solution/

mitigation

(RAG)

Risk Owner

Footballs (condition and inflation) Risk of footballs causing injury either lost material or being over inflated and hurting players/referees/spectators when 

being struck

a Footballs will be checked for condition (no sharp stitching or leather coming away) and for 

the correct level of inflation before each game.

g Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Conduct of Players, Officials and Supporters Yes r All parties attending the Tournament will be asked to follow the DRFC Code of Conduct 

which is in line with the FA Code of Conduct for Players and Supporters are Grassroots

a Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Sudden Cardiac Arrest Sudden Cardiac Arrest can happen at all ages. A All DRFC Coaches are, at minimum, FA First Aid qualified.  A defibrillator is located on the 

Social Club (internal road side).  The location is marked on a map in the Emergency Action 

Plan and this will also be briefed at the Mangers briefing each morning

G Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Parents briefed on activity and have given 

informed written consent for activity

No consent given and children attend unknown to parents. This could lead to no medical information in case of medical 

emergency/medical conditions/medically unfit to partake and no parent information in event of injury/incident (see 

below for risk solution)

This can lead to child/ren travelling alone and going missing/abducted/abused on way to or from activity (see below for 

risk solution).

Child/ren undertake dangerous activities that cause injury, and no one is there to assist/know who the child is.

Child/ren commit crime/anti-social behaviour whilst alone or with others.

Parents response to not being told of activity could lead to physical or emotional abuse of child.

r Pre: Consent forms will be emailed to managers ahead of the tournament. Managers’ 

briefing sheet will also be sent out. 

During: Managers’ briefing at start of tournament and check-in. Tournament admin will 

collect consent forms from managers at check-in and will check that we have a named 

(contactable) adult for each participant and medical details (as appropriate). Will have a 

roving adult responsible for safeguarding present around the pitches. Dan Ingram  

responsible for collating player consent forms, which should be handed in on the day

a Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Consent for contact via social media and to 

have info on/be visible on social media

No consent given for uploads to social media platforms to take place, which could lead to a child having unsupervised 

access to social media sites which could lead to grooming or trolling by contact.

A child who is in care/undergoing court proceedings have their contact details/location visible via social media content.

Information identifying child/ren posted on social media making them vulnerable to cyberbullying, invasion of privacy, 

identity theft. Individuals use internet to groom/send personal messages of a non-football nature to a child or young 

person.

r Pre: There are no plans to share details of the event on social media platforms. Permission 

for contact via social media will be included in the Parental consent form going out ahead of 

the tournament.

During: As with the consent forms, Dan Ingram will advise managers that players pictures 

may be shared on social media/press. Deeping Rangers has no plans to publish players’ 

pictures on social media platforms.

a Dan Ingram

Clear procedures for referring safeguarding 

concerns and managing allegations against 

staff 

Children and parents/ guardians given DSO 

details & how to raise concerns

Incident of abuse (or an action of concern) takes place and no referral/report is made.

Child/Adult at Risk suffers abuse during the event with no awareness of where, how or whom to report to.

Abuse is not reported or dealt with and continues unchallenged beyond the activity causing injury/more trauma for the 

child

R Pre: Main concern is conduct of spectators on the day. The summer tournament information 

hosted on the DRFC website and will reinforce the FA Grassroots Respect guidance.  Officials 

will be on hand during the day to assist with any queries/incidents as they arise.   

During: Respect guidance will be reiterated at the managers briefing.  Incidents arising on 

the day will be dealt with by the CWO as appropriate. All will be logged. Unresolved issues 

will be referred as per usual protocols.

a DRFC CWO

Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Staffing ratios:

 •Defined lead/support roles;

 •Supervision under-18 volunteers

Staffing ratio for the delivery of the session not adhered to, which would put young people at risk due to the fact that 

issues could go unnoticed and children left unattended due to the lack of responsible adults being available.

Inadequate staffing in place will leave children open to being targeted by abusers, exposed to harm, abuse or neglect, 

cause anti-social behaviour/crime or undertake dangerous activities that could lead to injury.

r Pre: Will be comply with mandated staffing ratios as advised by Lincs FA.

During: We will have adults supervising all the activities on the day (e.g. car 

parking/refreshment stalls). We will have 6 pitches in use. The focus will be on spectator 

conduct and youth referee welfare/enjoyment. Managers will be advised that they should 

have two DBS adults per team.

a Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 



Deeping Rangers Football Club
Risk Assessment
DRFC Summer Tournament July 31st/Aug 1st 2021

Area of Risk What is the risk to children/adults at risk? Risk 

rating: 

(RAG)

Solution/mitigation

(Consider what if…?)

Solution/

mitigation

(RAG)

Risk Owner

Guidance re staff conduct and suitability:

 •Signed Code of Conduct.

 •Safeguarding Training

 •DBS Cer�ficate

Staff having not completed the Code of Conduct nor having an FA DBS check nor appropriate safeguarding training in 

place. And therefore, being non-compliant. 

Staff and volunteers who have not had a DBS check carried out and approved by The FA may be a potential predator to 

children, young people and adults at risk and could lead to an individual being abuse by this predator.

Staff and volunteers who have not had the correct training may miss a sign or indicator of a child that is being abused or 

they may not know who to report their concerns to which could lead to us not being able to prevent a children, young 

person or adult at risk from further abuse.

No suitable checks completed meaning staff are not adequately trained in policies/ procedures.

Staff may not have a DBS, could be on the ‘barred list’ and not able to undertake regulated activity or have convictions 

against children.

Safeguarding children is not a priority, causing failure of safeguarding procedures, leading to children being open to 

immediate and continued abuse.

a Pre: Club officials hold DBS as appropriate. It is going to be impractical to DBS-check all event 

volunteers ahead of the tournament.  A list of all event volunteers can be sent to Lincs FA 

ahead of the tournament if required.

During: The event briefing for officials and event volunteers at the start of the tournament 

day will cover Code of Conduct and safeguarding essentials. 

g DRFC CWO

Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Travel arrangements Child(ren) undertake independent travel from the session, unknown to parents/guardians.

Children left vulnerable to the risk of Child Sexual Exploitation, Child Criminal Exploitation, abuse, harm, neglect or 

abduction due to inadequate supervision.

Child undertakes dangerous activities that cause injury, and no one is there to help/know who they are. Child commits 

crime/anti-social behaviour whilst alone.

Parents response to not being told of lone travel could lead to abuse of child.

a Pre: We envisage that most spectators/participants will travel to the event by car. Travel to 

the event cannot be controlled by the event organizers and is the responsibility of clubs 

attending.

During: No additional measured deemed necessary.

g All Coaches and Team Managers 

Site boundaries:

 •Public access;

 •Roads;

 •Loca�on of facili�es

Member of the public gaining access to the venue and having access to children. This could allow predators who arrive 

at the venue could potentially abduct a lone child. Child on their own in an ‘unattended’ area could be abused

Children being able to leave the venue un-challenged and whilst on the streets could be abducted or abused, or cause 

crime/anti-social behaviour.

Children unaware of the location of facilities or where to go leading to lost or disorientated children who are open to 

abduction or abuse.

Venue adjacent to main/public roads on one side and open fields on the other. Child unattended on the streets could be 

hit by a vehicle or become injured whilst crossing a field/fence

r Pre: The Deeping Rangers site is, by its nature, reasonable secure. There are high fences 

around the pitches and access via the one-way service road is controlled speed ramps.

During: Participants will be directed from their parked cars to the pitches by Officials and 

signage. Barriers and officials will keep players/spectators from Car Parks

a Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Participant additional needs:

 •Deaf individuals;

 •VI/Blind individuals;

 •Wheelchair access;

 •Learning disability;

 •Au�sm;

 •ADHD;

 •Pan-disability;

 •Impairment-specific;

 •Interpreters where English not spoken.

Attendees who identify with requiring additional needs not having their needs met by organiser (or not being made 

aware) and causing emotional or physical harm/abuse. Children or AAR might have additional needs that will result in 

them not understanding the new protocols or guidance they must follow. With certain conditions (e.g. learning 

disability) these changes in practice may be very distressing to them and cause them some anxiety, this in turn may 

result in disruption in the session. Additionally, do to their needs it may hamper their ability to follow these new 

procedures and this might result in social distancing practices not being adhered to. Some individuals might have 

additional careers which will result in increased contact which might increase the risk of transmission.

a Pre: The Consent Form that is sent out ahead of the tournament will request details of any 

players/spectators with special needs. 

During: We will plan to accommodate any requests for special needs ahead of the 

tournament. There are already access arrangements and facilities in place for the disabled.

g Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 



Deeping Rangers Football Club
Risk Assessment
DRFC Summer Tournament July 31st/Aug 1st 2021

Area of Risk What is the risk to children/adults at risk? Risk 

rating: 

(RAG)

Solution/mitigation

(Consider what if…?)

Solution/

mitigation

(RAG)

Risk Owner

Relevant medical information in respect of 

participants

Emergency contact numbers for participants

Child gets injured or has an underlying health condition but no medical or emergency contact information is known, 

delays/no knowledge leads to further escalation of the situation/health concern/injury/death.

An individual’s religion may prevent them for receiving medical treatment. in the event of a medical emergency this 

could be breached should the events appointed first aider is not able to contact the next of kin.

r Pre: Consent form will request medical details from each player. Event admin will check we 

have these details ahead of the first game. 

During: As is normal, coaches/managers will be responsible for administering first aid. We do 

not intend to have external medical cover. In the event of a medical emergency, an 

ambulance will be called or players directed to the nearest medical facilities

a All Coaches and Team Managers 

No spitting and chewing gum:

 •Hygiene protocol;

 •Disciplinary procedures.

Child is exposed to spit from another child or adult and becomes infected with covid or other virus/contagion.

Being spat at also leads to emotional abuse and can escalate into a physical altercation.

Child swallows chewing gum whilst at the venue and chokes/causing harm to self.

a Pre: Will be highlighted during the managers’ briefing. 

During: Referees will be briefed to look out/advise on chewing gum/spitting and refer 

incidents to managers.

g All Coaches and Team Managers 

Managing injuries

(training, equipment and Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE))

Child(ren) become injured during the session and staff not-prepared for medical emergency (training or equipment). 

This will lead to injury not being dealt with and potential escalation of injury/health concern.

Emotional, neglect and physical abuse can be caused by no/poor first aid being given to an injured child.

First Aider doesn’t hold the relevant PPE to safely administer first aid to children, leading to potential spread of 

covid/other contagions. The first aid children and everyone on site must remain the priority. However, with the 

emphasis being on social distancing and limiting interaction then an injured child may not receive the care they need. 

Due to a someone from a child’s household having to care for a child with an injury that is anything less than life- or 

limb- threatening then care may take time to be received. This is compounded when carers are encouraged to stay 

within their cars dependent on the tier the club finds themselves in, again slowing down the time it takes to receive 

treatment.

r Pre: We have a defibrillator and basic first aid kits available. Beyond that, medical 

emergencies will be referred to medical walk-in centre or hospital. 

During: We will have a pool of plastic aprons/face masks and gloves available There is 

emergency access to the pitches if required. 

a Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Local medical centres/ first aid arrangements Attendees not knowing the location of local medical centres, leading to a delay in treatment and potential longer-term 

injury/severity of emergency for the child.

r

During: Managers will be briefed that the location of the nearest hospital/medical walk-in 

centre and the locations will be available in the marque. 

a Tournament Admin

All Coaches and Team Managers 

Emergency evacuation procedures A fire may break out or there could be a terrorist threat at venue where the event is being held.

This could lead to individuals being left within the venue, becoming trapped and suffering harm or even death.

A child or young person could be isolated with an unhelpful individual who could cause them harm or abuse them.

r Pre: There is fire-fighting equipment in the main stand. 

During: Any Evacuation will be announced by text message to all team coaches and officials 

will patrol and make sure that everybody is leaving the site in a controlled manner.

a Tournament Admin

Attending DRFC Club Officials
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